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ABSTRACT

The research studies the impact of oil prices on the Arab economic

growth (from 1986 2008 The fact that the economies of most Arab

petroleum and gas producing countries are affected by changes in oil

Prices, thus the Arab countries witnessed during the period 1986 till now

various crises which led to a decline in oil Prices (a 1986 crisis, the

Second Gulf War, a crisis of 1998, the events of September 11th in

America and the current word crisis) . These crises led to harmful and

negative consequences on the States (petroleum producing countries)

The rate of exports decreased which represents a large proportion of

GDP . This latter affects the development of future public budgets and the

rate of economic growth, in addition low funding of international markets

this means lower growth rate of most economies of non  oil Arab

countries . This period also witnessed a rise in Petroleum Prices after

Iraq's invasion in 2003 the oil prices reached the highest level between

the last half of the year 2007and the first half of the year 2008 . It was

near 150$ a barrel this had a positive impact on the increase of oil

revenues and provided opportunities for investments and development

projects and high reserves foreign oil countries and the non  oil

countries revenues increased from their workers who work in the Arab oil

countries which led to investments of Arab States there . These affected

all the Arab countries in a way that there was a high rise of prices and

inflation emerged, the rising of both living costs and the import bill of

petroleum products of the non oil countries
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